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Please Note: 
Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this newsletter. BUT views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. 

Articles for the June 2022 Issue to me please by May 24th 2022 
Email me modelclub@ipmssalisbury.co.uk

APRIL 2022

CLUB NEWS: 
Our website has had a bit of revamp, its always a good idea to chance this around, makes it look 
as if the website is being used.

This months Theme is Artillery, May’s will be 40th Anniversary of the Falklands War 
Colin W will be giving an Airbrush Demo on 19th April.

Group Build: 
If you are partaking in this years group build please let me have some info on what it is your 
building and some pics. You can send pics as your build progresses.

https://ipmssalisbury.co.uk/group-build-2022/ 
Model  Shows: 
We have plenty of model shows coming up which we have booked to display at:

10th April - Yeovil / 23rd April - Poole Vikings

8th May - Milton Keynes / 22nd May Gloucester

10th July - Weston Super Mare & Romsey (this one we are waiting on confirmation)

7th Aug - Tangmere & Avon (Again we are waiting on confirmation for this one as well)

21st Aug - Boscombe Down / 10th Sept - Tank Museum

1st Oct - Abingdon  / 15th Oct - REME Museum

12th-13th Nov - Telford Scale Model World

mailto:modelclub@ipmssalisbury.co.uk
https://ipmssalisbury.co.uk/group-build-2022/
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FLASHMOD FEB 2022
Flashmod’s have always been a popular way or club members to get together and just concentrate on doing 
some modelling. The past 2 years and the restrictions that Covid has placed on gathering has meant this 
activity has been done virtually- still fun but with less of the social aspect. It was great therefore to return to a 
real-life setting courtesy of the Air Cadet hall and hunker down for a Flashmod session on the 6th of Feb. 
Turnout was good, 7 Members at the table: Nick W (Airfix 1/72 Vampire), Sibo (Tamiya 1/35 Panther G), Mick E 
(continued working on his wooden ship gun deck), Tony H (Airfix 1/48 Vampire), Paul C (Panzer 38T), Oz (Airfix 
BV-141), Chris S ( Airfix 1/72 Jeep and cargo trailer). Phil M did also turn up but prior engagements prevented 
him taking part but it was nice that he popped in to say hello. 

It was a wet and very windy day which also meant Oz had to leave a little earlier due to his fences at home 
being blown down.   He continued his old Airfix BV-141 at home and sent a few pictures so that he could be 
included in the judging phase.   It was a coincidence that two members (Tony and Nick) brought the same 
aircraft type made by the same kit manufacturer, and the fact that both these modellers almost fully completed 
the models is testament to the new quality found in Airfix boxes. Nick had the smaller scale to contend with so 
perhaps that’s why he pipped the post, managing to get panel lining on to his model. Tony was just behind 
with decals and a silver finish in place. The armour modellers where a bit further away from finishing but the 
amount of building done as well as flitting between painting was impressive, pausing just to make brews or 
answer the ‘What if’ questions that were the theme of the day (What if you had a time machine? What if you 
had a dinner party with anyone in history? Etc. It seems from the answers that Nick is a big Brunel fan)

As always great fun, and great to be modelling. Sometimes it takes being away from home distractions to 
allow some serious hobby time to happen. Mick used the time to make more of the fiddly and time-consuming 
hammocks but the result will be worth the effort. Voting at the end is just for fun really but the two horse race 
between the Vampires saw Nick win and his name appears again on the trophy. Well done, hopefully we’ll 
repeat the event in the summer.
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Not just to keep the rain off
I had a half-written article in my folder triggered by my interest in Soviet armour that I’d started in December 
2021. I like to try and identify tweaks and mods to vehicles in service (re: my previous article in the 
newsletter on Syrian upgrades to AFVs), The terrible events we are witnessing now in the Ukraine have 
revealed that what I’d seen was now fitted on some frontline units. I hope a few lines and pictures won’t be 
seen as in bad taste but as information.


The scourge of Tanks and AFV’s on the modern 
battlefield is less from other tanks but more from Anti-
tank missile (ATM) systems (often operated and 
deployed by single or two man teams) as well as 
remote drones. It has long been identified that the 
upper surfaces of an AFV are more vulnerable by a 
combination of weaker top armour, hatches for crew 
and open inlet areas for engines. Many modern ATM 
feature a top attack mode. In 2005 The British Army 
switched from MILAN (a wire guided semi automatic 

line of sight system ) over to JAVELIN a system that has the 
ability to attack the top of a vehicle. JAVELIN is a fire-and-
forget missile which is thermally locked-on before launch and 
has automatic self-guidance throughout it’s flight profile 
enabling it to top-attack the target vehicle.

Several T-72, T-80 and T-90 have been seen with lattice 
overhead armour added sometimes with sandbag like layering 
on top.   This is more of a moral booster than being very 
effectual as there is still a large area of unprotected target, and 
the engine, being hotter is likely the centre of the incoming 
missile’s aim. Non the less these mods appear to follow some 
standardisation meaning it isn’t just a random field modification by the Russian REME. The screen is quite 
high, necessary to allow crew to use the turret hatches and AAMG.


Armed drones are significantly larger than the drones that often spring to 
mind, and many are familiar with Predator and Reaper drones as used by US 
and UK as well as a host of other nations. It is reported that the Ukrainian Air 
Force has carried out two drone strikes on Russian targets using Turkish-
made Bayraktar TB2 drones. The TB2 is a medium-altitude long-endurance 
drone capable of remotely controlled or autonomous flight operations. It was 
manufactured for the Turkish Armed Forces but has been supplied in small 
numbers to the Ukraine. The aircraft is monitored and controlled by aircrew 
at a Ground Control Station and is capable of weapons deployment. Lt. Gen. 
Mykola Oleshchuk, the chief of 

Ukraine's Air Force corroborated this on his Facebook page and 
film has appeared of Russian vehicles being engaged by drones. 
The Drones are vulnerable to with film showing the TB2 downed by 
Russian fire.

From a modelling point of view, the modification would seem 
simple to reproduce relying heavily on Plaststuct material.


Sibo
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Vinyl Model Making
Have you ever attempted to make a Vinyl Model 
figure? No same as me this is my first attempt 
and I needed to learn a new set of model making 
skills . 

Failure to read the introduction leaflet and then 
the kit instructions can (as I found out!) lead to 
real problems of your own making.

Working with a vinyl model is totally different. You 
cannot use some model fillers, they will melt the 
vinyl, you cannot use any other paint than a water 
based paint, it will not dry on the vinyl surface. 
Sanding is nigh on impossible, it simply disintegrates into fibres. Cutting pieces is 
difficult, unless you use a saw, scissors or modelling knife. You don’t have to glue 
as parts are designed to plug into each other, if you do use superglue it instantly 

glues, much like resin, so there is no wriggle room. The vinyl parts are rigged and 
should be heated in very hot water then proceed to cut as the vinyl becomes soft. 
All of this was a learning curve!! 

The Kit.

I bought this kit on E Bay from China to go on a  larger model I already had. The 
model is ‘’The Medusa‘’ the monster that turns you into stone by touching, staring 
at you or by being bitten by her snakes. She was eventually killed by ‘Perseus’ the 
Greek hero. He cut off her head escaped on ‘Pegases’, the flying horse, and used 
the head to kill the ‘Kraken’

The kit comes in 7 large pieces and lots of smaller pieces such as the head, arms, 
snakes, bow and arrows. The kit instructions are minimal, just one sheet showing where the bits go. All plug in so 

your first task is to identify which plug holes need to be made ( here was my first 
mistake) .Next is which bits need to be separated from the vinyl sprues.  Her body 
comes in 7 pieces, and you have to identify which bits are the plug holes and 
which ends are the plugs. How to cut the holes?

Read the instructions.

Place the part in very hot water and then, as it is soft cut out the plug holes. I 
drilled first the used a model clipper and a model knife. It was not very clear how 
much to carve out so bit of trial and error and eventually it worked.

Some of the body parts had gaps, in comes the filler. Do not use ‘Green Stuff’ it 
melts the vinyl. I used ‘Milliput’ which is easy to carve and adhere to the vinyl.


Painting

I will let you know how I get on with the painting.


Mike H
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